
























































































• Small satellite Era
• Unique advantages of 
small satellites
➢ lesser design time
➢mass producibility
• Cost reduction 
➢COTS components
• Consequently Small satellites
➢Low reliability
• Understanding the on-orbit 
reliability of satellites 
• Goal of this paper
investigate the reliability of 
small satellites launched over 









































• The dataset - on-orbit 
failure data of satellites 
➢ from the Seradata
SpaceTrak database.
• Collected data
➢ launch date 
➢ failure date, when failure
➢ censor date, when no failure 
➢ mission group 
➢ orbit inclination 
➢ equipment at fault.
• Censoring 
➢ when the satellite is in 
operation by the end of the 
observation window 
➢ if a satellite is turned off before 
it failed.
• Small satellites
➢ Weight - 40-500 kg 
➢ launched between 










































• Kaplan Meier Estimator
Parametric Analysis
• Weibull distribution
• Graphical method (GM)






























































































































































































































































































Relative contribution of each subsystem to failure
30 days 1 year








































• Statistical reliability of 866 small satellites with launch mass 
between 40kg - 500kg were investigated.
• Shape Parameter < 1 
➢ Infant mortality
• Comparative analysis of subsystem failures 
➢ Power Subsystem
• The result presented in this paper helps the small satellite 
developers to understand the reliability trends in small 
satellites and various factors that contribute to the satellite's 
failure, thus supporting the decision-making process
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